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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Project Background

In 2018, the City of Richmond designated the Maggie Walker Community
Land Trust (MWCLT) to serve as the Richmond Land Bank (RLB). In this role,
MWCLT/RLB will acquire tax delinquent, vacant properties and facilitate a
strategic, streamlined, transparent process to transform them into community
assets with other nonprofit and neighborhood organizations. Pursuant to a
memorandum of agreement between MWCLT and the City, the RLB’s priorities
include: affordable housing, commercial revitalization, historic preservation,
public spaces, and urban agriculture.
As of December 2020, the RLB has acquired 37 tax delinquent, vacant, surplus,
or donated properties throughout the City of Richmond. Fifteen of these
parcels are located in North Jackson Ward, an area bounded by Interstate
95 to the South and East, Shockoe Hill Cemetery to the North, and N 2nd St
to the West. While this neighborhood has high levels of vacancy, possible
redevelopments of nearby Gilpin Court andthe Coliseum area could increase
market interest in these blocks in the near future.
The RLB did not originally request these 15 parcels from the City because
they are not located in the RLB’s current priority neighborhoods (Church Hill,
Highland Park, and Swansboro). The RLB accepted the parcels as part of its
city-wide mission to transform vacant properties into productive, communityoriented uses. Three of these fifteen parcels had historic structures from pre1900 still standing. With the goal of exploring the community’s revitalization
priorities for this neighborhood, including the possibility of stabilizing and
renovating the three historic structures, Historic Richmond provided the
Richmond Land Bank with the funding to pursue an exploratory study. The
following is a summary of the Richmond Land Bank’s endeavor to engage with
residents and stakeholders about their future vision for these properties and
the surrounding North Jackson Ward area.
The goals of this study are to:
1. Thoroughly explain the conditions of vacant properties and
existingstructures
2. Honor the history of the neighborhood
3. Provide a conceptual plan for the neighborhood’s future generated
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by focus groups and community engagement
4. Educate and involve stakeholders and residents regarding RLB’s
process for land use designation and disposition
5. Demonstrate how the RLB’s priorities (addressing past and current
inequalities through responsible land stewardship; expanding
Richmond’s stock of affordable housing, supporting historic
preservation, etc.) will be satisfied in these scenarios.

Study Area
The primary study area (outlined blue in the map below) is defined as the area
bounded by Shockoe Hill Cemetery to the north, Interstate 95/64 and E Baker
St to the south, N 4th St to the east, and N 2nd St to the west. These blocks
contain all the properties currently owned by the RLB in North Jackson Ward.

Study area with Land Bank properties highlighted in blue

The RLB currently owns the following properties in the primary study area,
acquired via direct sale:
• 302 Preston St Vacant
• 304 Preston St Single-family (historic structure)
• 306 Preston St Single-family (historic structure)
• 307 1/2 Preston St Vacant

• 307 Preston St Single-family (historic structure)
• 309 Preston St Vacant
• 311 1/2 Preston St Vacant
• 1002 N 3rd St Vacant
• 1011 N 3rd St Vacant
• 1009 N 3rd St Vacant
• 1007 N 3rd St Vacant
• 1005 N 3rd St Vacant
• 1001 N 3rd St Vacant
• 303 Bates St Vacant
• 305 Bates St Vacant

Study Scope
The study, summarized in these pages, includes:
1. Analysis of existing neighborhood conditions
2. Community and resident input
3. Structural analysis of historic structures
4. Exploratory study and potential revitalization scenarios

Methodology and Timeline
Ebony Walden Consulting (EWC) and FORM Coalition were contracted by RLB
in May of 2020 to perform engagement, interpret results, and produce the
study for the Richmond Land Bank. From May-June 2020, they developed frontfacing materials based on the historical survey provided by Historic Richmond
in April 2020, including a one-pager and slide show which distilled the purpose
of the study. The original scope included community focus groups as well as
events where RLB could table and invite members of the public to contribute
their own memories and interpretations of the site’s history, and to share their
vision for the site’s future. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the original scope of
work pivoted to accommodate more virtual methods of engagement. Naturally,
this change brought with it limitations for engagement and challenges for the
consultants. Other limitations to the overall project were the scope’s primary
focus on RLB-owned parcels, which make up just a portion of the 90-some
parcels in the four neighboring blocks.

In July, EWC conducted 11 long-form interviews with stakeholders who live
and work in and around the neighborhood. This process expanded to include
an online survey and an in-person survey administered in Gilpin Court by
two community residents contracted to gather more survey responses in
their neighborhood throughout August. The results of these three methods,
which engaged nearly 90 persons, were consolidated and used to create the
project’s guiding principles, community priorities and design objectives which
informed FORM Coalition’s drafted revitalization scenarios. The three scenarios
focused on Culture, Legacy & Placemaking, Entrepreneurship & Economic
Opportunity and Housing & Green Space respectively. In early October, these
three scenarios were then recirculated for feedback to the original survey
participants who had provided contact information, and a second round of
comments were incorporated. A survey and project overview was also mailed
by RLB to every home in the study area. Due to COVID-19, the in person followup engagement was limited. Those who responded favored the Housing and
Green Space scenario followed by Culture, Legacy & Placemaking. Having a
development plan that includes both elements is recommended.
The Richmond Land Bank hosted a LISC AmeriCorps volunteer, Will Cochrane,
for the months of September and October. Will conducted research with land
banks nationwide to make recommendations for community engagement, with
a specific focus on engagement in the time of COVID-19, which are included as
an appendix to this report.
In October, Balzer and Associates were contracted to perform a visual
structural analysis of the three historic buildings standing on 304, 306, and 307
E Preston Street.
The complete report incorporates Historic Richmond’s narrative of the
neighborhood, a summary of the study’s scope and findings, FORM Coaltion’s
potential revitalization scenarios, Balzer’s findings, and Richmond Land Bank
next steps.
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Findings
Balzer and Associates found that the structure on 304 E Preston could be
considered beyond repair, while the other two structures would need extensive
structure stabilization but could potentially be rehabilitated. The results of
the interviews and surveys focused around three main priorities for the site’s
revitalization, which were interpreted through FORM Coalition’s revitalization
scenarios.
The three potential development scenarios focused on Culture, Legacy &
Placemaking, Entrepreneurship & Economic Opportunity and Housing &
Green Space, respectively. Survey respondents favored the Housing and Green
Space focused scenario followed by Culture, Legacy & Placemaking. Having
a development plan that includes both elements is recommended. In early
to mid 2021, the Richmond Land Bank will present this study to the Citizens’
Advisory Panel (CAP) to review the concepts in more detail. The public CAP
meeting will be advertised to civic associations and community groups serving
the study area as well as past survey participants. This CAP meeting will also
make clear the intent of RLB to release a Request for Proposals (RFP) that
incorporates the favored development scenarios from this study, as well as
a requirement of respondents to include community involvement in their
proposal.
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PROJECT TEAM

The Richmond Land Bank provides a strategic, streamlined, and transparent
method for repurposing vacant and tax delinquent property into assets that
address community needs and desires.
www.richmondlandbank.com

Ebony Walden Consulting partners with a broad spectrum of community
focused organizations to design and facilitate meetings, trainings, strategic
plans and community engagement processes that explore race, equity and the
creation of more just and inclusive communities.

Historic Richmond’s mission is to shape the future of Richmond by preserving
our distinctive historic character, sparking revitalization and championing our
important architectural legacy.
www.historicrichmond.com

FORM Coalition is an architecture & design practice specializing in the
neighborhood scale. We help people build the world they want to live in by
engaging design thinking and community-driven processes.
www.formcoalition.com

www.ebonywalden.com
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CONTEXT

NORTH JACKSON WARD - A HISTORY
Historic Richmond draft dated 4/7/2020

Richmond’s Jackson Ward neighborhood is one of the nation’s most important
centers of Black culture. Jackson Ward’s geographic boundaries are generally
considered to be Broad Street to the south, Belvidere Street to the west
and the ravine of Bacon’s Quarter Branch to the north and east, but these
boundaries have been altered physically and legally over the years, most
notably by the construction of Interstate 64/95, which separated the northern
portion of Jackson Ward from the southern part of the neighborhood,
destroying homes and displacing families in the process.

cast iron porches, and the neighborhood reflects the state’s richest display of
ornamental ironwork. Jackson Ward’s period of significance spans from 1800
through the Civil Rights Era.4
The portion of Jackson Ward north of the interstate highway is equally rich in
African American history and culture, but retains little historic architectural
fabric. Homes in North Jackson Ward were typically more humble and less
ornate than those in the southern portion. Many of North Jackson Ward’s
homes were constructed of wood, with relatively few homes constructed of
more durable masonry.5 The area developed piecemeal but was fully built out
by 1905.6 See Figure 1.

In 1793 and 1810, the land comprising the larger Jackson Ward neighborhood
was annexed by the City of Richmond from Henrico County. At first sparsely
inhabited, as the neighborhood developed in the first few decades of the
19th century, it was populated by citizens of German and Jewish extraction,
but also with some free Black residents.1 In 1871, a new sixth voting ward
was created and named Jackson Ward, with boundaries drawn to include a
majority of Richmond’s black population.2 As the percentage of Jackson Ward’s
Black population increased, it became one of the most vibrant Black cultural
and business communities in the United States, known as the “Harlem of the
South” by the turn of the 20th century. Jackson Ward’s fraternal organizations,
banks, insurance companies, and other institutions, all founded and run by
Black Richmonders, provided a locus of commercial activity, while social and
cultural life centered around the neighborhood’s churches, theaters, hotels,
clubs and restaurants.
Jackson Ward remained vibrant until interstate highway construction in the
1950s split the neighborhood into southern and northern halves and displaced
thousands of residents.3 Most of the neighborhood located south of the
interstate highway was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1976
as the Jackson Ward Historic District and, in 1978, was designated a National
Historic Landmark. These historic designations recognized Jackson Ward’s
value to Richmond and the nation for its remarkable architecture and as one of
the nation’s most important centers of African American culture. The Jackson
Ward Historic District is among the nation’s largest historic districts associated
primarily with Black culture. The architecture of the Jackson Ward Historic
District south of the interstate highway is dominated by three bay, side passage
town houses in various styles. Many of these homes have locally manufactured
5

Figure 1. Density in project area by 1905. Sanborn Maps and Publishing
Company, Insurance Maps of Richmond, VA, 1905.
This discussion focuses on a study area of four blocks in North Jackson Ward
bounded by Shockoe Hill Cemetery to the north, N. 4th Street to the east,
Baker Street to the south, and N. 2nd Street to the west, as shown in Figure 2
below.

CONTEXT
Figure 2. North Jackson Ward Study Area (outlined in blue).

Figure 3. 1835 Bates Map, (North Jackson Ward Study Area outlined in blue).

Early Development of North Jackson Ward

Eventually, extensive regrading of the terrain filled ravines, cut off the knolls,
graded the streets, and transformed foot paths into carriage paths. This
work created better connections between this area and the rest of the city,
facilitating the neighborhood’s further development.11

Richmond’s irregular terrain, with ravines and gullies, shaped its early
development. In Richmond’s early years, the area of town north of Clay
Street was isolated by a gully, separating the area to the north and slowing
development.7 Germans, Jews, and free Black residents settled in the area in
the early 19th century.8 The area between N. 2nd Street and N. 4th Street,
from Cave Street to Bates Street, was identified on the 1835 Bates map as J.H.
Judah’s Addition. (Figure 3)
In 1799, the City of Richmond purchased 28.5 acres of land at the northern end
of N. 3rd Street for construction of an Almshouse for the poor. The City Council
minutes no long exist and it is not known why this area was selected. Around
1814, the City established three cemeteries nearby. Shockoe Hill Cemetery
became the burying ground for the City’s white population and, in 1850, it was
enclosed by a brick wall. In 1814, a group of free Black residents petitioned
City Council for a burying ground, one acre for free people of color and one
for slaves, and this cemetery was located at the northeast corner of N. 5th and
Hospital Streets.9 Two years later, a Hebrew Cemetery was established north of
Shockoe Hill Cemetery.10

In 1851, Increase Plant divided the land on N. 3rd and N. 4th Streets, north
of Jackson Street, into lots and sold them. Many of the houses located in
the “Plant Plan” were frame. Nearly all the homes were built by Germans as
investments, and then either rented or purchased by Black residents, many of
whom were mechanics and small tradesmen. By 1879, the population of N. 3rd
Street from Shockoe Cemetery to Jackson Street was entirely Black.12
In 1854, N. 3rd Street was regraded. As a result, many houses built before the
regrading appear to sit on tall basements. The house located at 1000 N. 3rd
Street, which had been built only a few years earlier in 1851, collapsed when
the road was regraded. Its owner, John Lohman, a contractor, erected a new
house in 1854. Diagonally across from this house, at 301 Preston Street, was
another brick house built by Eberhard Lohman, also a contractor. This house
originally had a step gabled roof, and was later altered to add a third story and
a wood frame wing to the rear to serve as quarters for the enslaved workers.
6
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(Figure 4) This wood frame structure was the birthplace of Bill “Bojangles”
Robinson in 1878.13

on the east, N. 3rd Street on the west, and Jackson Street to the south, and
subsequently developed.16

Development After the Civil War
Jackson Ward was first established as political voting ward in 1871. Its
boundaries were the City’s corporate limits to the north, east and west, and
an irregular boundary to the south that generally followed along Leigh Street,
Jackson Street, and even Broad Street at the southeast corner. (Figure 5) In
1903, Jackson Ward was abolished as a separate voting district, but the name
continued to be used to describe the neighborhood where much of Richmond’s
Black population was concentrated.17 Today, the area north of the interstate
highway is known as North Jackson Ward, while the area south of the highway
extending south to Broad Street is recognized simply as “Jackson Ward.”

Figure 4. 301 Preston Street with wood frame addition. Photograph. Mary
Wingfield Scott Old Richmond Neighborhoods.
At the western edge of the study area lies N. 2nd Street, the primary connector
between the northern and southern portions of Jackson Ward. Until the 1840s,
N. 2nd Street was the only passable route of travel from the city center to the
almshouse and cemeteries in North Jackson Ward. During this period, it served
as both a commercial and residential corridor. Many buildings along N. 2nd
Street had stores or other commercial establishments on the first floor and
residences above.14 To the west of N. 2nd Street was the area originally known
as Little Africa and later as “Postletown” because its streets - St. James, St.
Paul, St. John, and St. Peter - were named for the Apostles.15

Figure 5. Jackson Ward as a political ward outlined in red. Beers map, 1877.

At the eastern end of the study area lay a neighborhood known as Navy Hill.
In 1816, Wright Southgate’s farm was first advertised for development. While
this development was not successful and its proposed monument to “our
Naval Heroes” of the War of 1812 was not built, subsequent developments
assumed its name. In 1854, this farm was laid out in lots between N. 6th Street

By the end of the 19th century, nearly every lot in the larger Jackson Ward
neighborhood had been developed and the area was densely populated. In
the mid-19th century and in the years following the Civil War, many Jewish
and German immigrants resided in Jackson Ward. Demographics shifted in the
last decades of the 19th century and, by World War I, the neighborhood was
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Jackson Ward became the “center of black religious life and education, it was
the social, economic, and political hub of Central Virginia’s black population.”19
The community did not just live in the neighborhood, they worked, shopped,
attended school and church, and sought entertainment there. In the era
of segregation and Jim Crow, the Black population increased their selfsufficiency, developing social, cultural and business institutions to support itself
independent of the city’s white institutions.

which helped to expand the economic base of the Black community, she
also owned several rental properties in Jackson Ward, as well as property in
Frederick Douglas Court. Her North Jackson Ward properties included four
duplexes at the corner of N. 4th Street and Bates Street within the study area.23
(Figure 7) In an example of the self-sufficiency of Richmond’s Black community,
these duplexes were rented by Walker to Black tenants on terms that she
believed were fairer than those on offer by white landlords at the time.24

During this time period, the neighborhood is associated with many historic
figures of significance to the Black community and the nation as a whole. In
1878, Bill “Bojangles” Robinson was born in the study area in the wooden
frame structure at the rear of 301 Preston Street/915 N. 3rd Street (Figure
6).2020 By the 1890s, this house becomes the hall for the Knights of Pythias
(Black). The Knights of Pythias, and its female counterpoint, the Independent
Order of Calanthe, was a fraternal organization that provided social, cultural,
and financial support for the Black community of Jackson Ward.21
In 1871, with the opening of the
Baker School, North Jackson Ward
was selected for the creation
of one of the first three public
schools to be constructed in
Richmond and the first AfricanAmerican public elementary
school in the city. Shortly
thereafter, the Navy Hill School
opened nearby on N. 6th Street.22
Civil Rights leader,
businesswoman and banker
Maggie Lena Walker chartered
the St. Luke Penny Savings Bank,
headquartered in North Jackson
Ward on St. James Street. In
addition to her banking activities,

Figure 7. Maggie Walker rental houses (red arrow). Photograph. Richmond, VA:
Edith Shelton Photo Collection, The Valentine Archives.
A gambrel roof cottage that had been constructed in 1790 at the corner of
N. 4th and Marshall Streets was moved in 1876 to 1015 N. 3th Street, just
opposite the entrance of Shockoe Hill Cemeter. (Figure 8) This quaint cottage
was owned by the same Black family for nearly 60 years. One member of that
family, “Aunt Martha” Kerr, was said to have been baptized and married by the
famous John Jasper.25 The effort to move this cottage was one of the earliest
preservation efforts in the city. Sadly, this house was demolished in 1977
despite neighborhood protetests.26

Figure 6. Bill “Bojangles” Robinson showing his wife, Elaine, the house at 915 N.
3rd Street. Photograph. Richmond, VA: Richmond Times Dispatch, 1974.
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almost entirely occupied by Black residents. By the 1930s, approximately 8,000
Black citizens called Jackson Ward home.18

CONTEXT
Figure 8. Cottage at 1015 N. 3rd Street (demolished 1977); Photograph.
Richmond, VA: Edith Shelton Photo Collection, The Valentine Archives.

Public Housing, the Construction of the Highway, and
Subsequent Decline
In 1935, the Public Works Administration proposed to demolish several blocks
of Jackson Ward housing to make way for the construction of low-income
housing. With the formation of the Richmond Redevelopment and Housing
Authority in 1940, work on three “high-standard, low- rent housing projects”
was cleared to begin in 1941. The Jackson Ward project became Gilpin Court,
named after African American actor Charles Sydney Gilpin. This public housing
development has remained in constant use and has been expanded and
altered over the years, resulting in the demolition of additional historic building
stock.27
The northern portion of Jackson Ward was separated from the southern
portion by the construction of the interstate highway in the 1950s-1960s.
(Figure 9) The highway construction and subsequent policies isolated the
northern portion of Jackson Ward and the neighborhood experienced
dislocation and additional demolitions.
9

Figure 9. Jackson Ward separated by construction of highway. “Aerial view of
downtown Richmond during construction of Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike.”
Photograph. Richmond, VA: Richmond Times Dispatch, 1957. Note: Area of
Jackson Ward shown in red circle.
In 1950, in Old Richmond Neighborhoods, Mary Wingfield Scott expressed
concern for the proposed construction of the interstate highway:
. . . Jackson Ward is still a treasure-trove of old houses. This, we fear, will not
long be true. Should the proposed Express Highway, defeated by a referendum
while this book was at press, be again revived, the east-west arm alone,
designed to follow Jackson Street, would destroy more than fifty houses built
before 1865. . . In the destruction of old buildings, this plan will have a more
far-reaching effect than any event in the history of Richmond except the
Evacuation Fire.28
A May 1957 article in the Richmond Times Dispatch stated: “since January
two years ago, about 1,900 [black] families have been evicted from their
homes . . . to make way for the Richmond- Petersburg Turnpike and other
developments.”29 These displaced residents most likely moved to the East End.
The construction of the highway isolated North Jackson Ward and economic
and social activity declined. By 1966, North Jackson Ward became one of
the most poverty- stricken areas of Richmond.30 Urban renewal demolished
some of the most blighted residential properties, as well as the physically
cohesive community. In 1977, the City received a federal grant that was used to

Following the crash of financial, mortgage and real estate markets in 2008,
North Jackson Ward experienced a number of foreclosures. Assessed values of
certain parcels in the study area fell to as low as $2,000. Following the wave
of foreclosures, the study area experienced another wave of demolitions. The
assessed property values in the study area are now among the lowest in the
city, generally less than $50,000.33
Less isolated than North Jackson Ward, the southern portion of the
neighborhood was protected from demolition by the creation of a City of
Richmond Old & Historic District, and its architectural, historical and cultural
significance recognized on a national level by its listing on the National Register
of Historic Places and designation as a National Historic Landmark in the 1970s.
In the southern portion of Jackson Ward, demolitions are rare, the architectural
fabric of the neighborhood has a high degree of integrity, the cultural fabric of
the neighborhood remains intact, and real estate assessments generally range
between $250,000 and $500,000.

Architectural Description
North Jackson Ward’s architectural styles evolved from the Federal and Greek
Revival styles used in its earliest structures, to the Italianate and Victorian
styles favored in the late 19th century, to the Colonial Revival style used at the
beginning of the 20th century. Most residential structures employed relatively
inexpensive wooden frame construction. In 1977, an architectural survey
demonstrated that many houses had been altered over time, with the most
common alterations made to windows and siding, and as a result of the loss of
cornice entablatures and similar details.34
In the four square blocks of the study area, there are 77 parcels, including 61
vacant parcels with no remaining structures. The remaining structures include
12 residential buildings, one church building, two commercial structures, and
one social club (originally constructed as a residence). The remaining structures
are as follows:
208 and 210 E. Baker Street were built as a pair of duplexes. They are
identical two- story dwellings in the Italianate style. Each has a single

brick arch sheltering a recessed entrance with two doors. Full width
front porches, now demolished, once allowed access from the second
floor. Wood frame windows have stone sills and lintels above and
below with single wooden sashes. Decorative recessed bricks are above
the second floor windows. A dentil and modillion cornice adorns the
façade. (Constructed 1910; Residential)
304 Preston Street was built in the Italianate style, as a single family
dwelling. The two story, wood frame dwelling was originally clad with
wood siding and possessed a full width front porch (now demolished)
with a hip roof supported by turned columns. The house had twoover-two wood frame windows and a bracketed cornice adorned the
façade. An enclosed passageway to the rear yard adjoins the house at
306 Preston Street. (Constructed 1910; Residential, owned by Maggie
Walker Community Land Trust)
306 Preston Street, the oldest surviving structure in the study area,
was built in the Federal style, as a single family dwelling. The two-story,
wood frame dwelling originally had a side hall entrance covered by a
simple one bay portico. Originally clad in wood siding, the house had
six-over-six wood sash double hung windows and was covered with a
metal side gable roof. (Constructed circa 1857; Residential, owned by
Maggie Walker Community Land Trust)
305, 305 1⁄2, and 307 Preston Street were built in the Italianate style
as three attached row houses. Each house is two stories tall and two
bays wide. The side hall entrances are accessed by a stoop and covered
with a bracketed awning. Windows were originally six-over-six, wood
frame, with double hung sash. A bracketed cornice adorns the entire
façade. A side passage is located in between 305 1⁄2 and 307 Preston
Street. (Constructed circa 1900; Residential, #307 owned by Maggie
Walker Community Land Trust)
923 N. 2nd Street is a gas station office and garage built in the Modern
style. The office is a one-story, concrete building with a streamlined
appearance, curved edges and horizontal banding at the top, and a
projecting center section. Originally, it would have had large glass
windows. A one-story, four bay, concrete block garage is situated on the
rear of the property. (Constructed circa 1950s-1960s; Commercial)
1005 N. 2nd Street is a commercial building used as a local market
10
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demolish approximately 150 houses.31 Even as businesses closed and relocated
and residents moved, the Black community continued to identify with Jackson
Ward.32
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store. It is a one-story, brick building with metal windows. A metal
awning spans the façade. (Constructed in 1910; Commercial)
905 N. 3rd Street is the Temple of God with the Last Day Message.
The building is a large, one-story structure clad with a brick veneer
and paneling, and covered with a side gable asphalt shingle roof. The
front entrance is covered by a front gable portico supported by brick
columns. (Constructed in 1996; Religious)
914 N. 3rd Street was built in the Victorian style, as a singlefamily dwelling. The two- story house was built using wood frame
construction with a side hall entrance and a mansard roof. A projecting
bay has paired windows on the first and second floor. The windows
have been shortened from their original size. Lost original detailing
includes a columned front portico, hooded windows, and a modillion
cornice. (Constructed circa 1900; Residential)
1006 N. 3rd Street is a double house built in the Victorian style. The
building is two stories constructed of brick, each half mirroring the
other. The entrances are centrally located beneath a porch that is
adorned with spindle work and turned columns. The house has a
false mansard roof supported by brackets. (Constructed circa 1900;
Residential)
910, 912 and 914 N. 4th Street were constructed in the Victorian style,
as single family houses. The three houses are attached and likely were
identical when first constructed. Each is a two-story, three bay, wood
frame dwelling with a side hall entrance. Numbers 910 and 914 retain
original front porches with turned posts, adorned by spindle work.
Number 912 has been altered with a metal awning but retains original
material beneath the awning. The houses have a dentil cornice and
false mansard slate roof. (Constructed circa 1900; Residential)
1000 N. 4th Street was originally constructed as a dwelling but is now
used as the Cobra One Motorcycle Club, a social club. It is a two-story,
wood frame structure, three bays wide, with a central entrance. It was
built in the Italianate style and was grander than most in the study
area. It is now missing much of its original detail, including its bracketed
wood cornice. (Constructed pre 1877; Residential)
While the following structures have been demolished and no longer survive,
11

they are worthy of recognition for their architecture, history and/or association
with significant historic figures:
The brick house once located at 301 Preston Street, at the corner of 3rd
Street, was built in 1852 and occupied by Eberhard Lohman. In 1878,
Bill “Bojangles” Robinson, was born in a frame addition at the rear of
the brick structure. In the 1890s, the structure was occupied as the hall
of the Knights of Pythias (Black), a fraternal organization. Both the brick
structure and the frame addition have been demolished.
The Dutch gambrel roof cottage once located at 1013 N. 3rd Street
was one of the oldest gambrel roof cottages in Richmond. Originally
constructed in 1790 at the corner of Fourth and Marshall Streets, in
1876 it was moved to the corner of N. 3rd Street opposite the entrance
to Shockoe Hill Cemetery. In 1977, the house was condemned by the
City and, despi te neighborhood protests, was demolished.35
The four now vacant lots located at 1002, 1004, 1006, and 1008 N. 4d Street
once held four Colonial Revival duplexes built at the turn of the 20th century
by their former owner Maggie Lena Walker to serve as rental properties. These
parcels continue to be owned by her family.

1
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CONTEXT & CONNECTIVITY

This section describes the location of neighborhood and study area, important landmarks, and critical connections as indicated in the research and community
engagement.
Calhoun Center

Gilpin Court

Study Area

I-64

St. James Apartments

Jackson Ward

Baker School

1st Street
Chamberlayne Ave

Landmarks & Context

Existing Connections
Close-up of Study Area
St. James St.
(Richmond 300 Proposal)
Bridge Deck Park
(Richmond 300 Proposal)

2nd Street
(Pedestrian Bridge)

Land Bank-Owned Properties

Proposed Connections
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EXISTING CONDITIONS &
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EVALUATION
The Richmond Land Bank engaged Balzer & Associates to evaluate the remaining
structures in the study area and provide recommendations as to whether to
restore or demolish them. A summary is provided below--See Appendix A for the
full report and Appendix D for a detailed parcel inventory.

304 Preston
•
•
•
•

90% or more structural damage to first and second floor on the front
section of the building
Deteriorating brick and mortar joints at the foundation and insufficient
footings for proper structural support
Structural repair would involve full replacement of the roof and second
floor ceiling as well as damaged walls and framing, and foundation
remediation (among other things)
Recommendation is that this building is beyond repair

306 Preston
•
•
•
•
•

Severe water damage at front of building
Left elevation wall has failed at the foundation level
Many of the second floor joists have insufficient bearing at the first floor
walls and will need to be retrofitted
Existing roof structure appears to be in reasonable condition
To properly restore this property, many floor joists at both levels will need
to be repaired or replaced, and substantial repairs made to the front and
left walls and foundation.

307 Preston
•
•
•

Insufficient foundation support and many damaged and/or unsupported
floor joists
Staircase framing may be insufficient
Temporary shoring of left elevation wall is necessary immediately (and has
been completed as of this writing)
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304 Preston St Single-family (historic structure)

CONTEXT
306 Preston St Single-family (historic structure)

307 Preston St Single-family (historic structure)
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COMMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: SUMMARY
Richmond Land Bank engaged Ebony Walden Consulting for the community
engagement. Between June and October 2020 a modest yet multi-pronged
community engagement effort was conducted to begin a conversation with
residents and stakeholders about the future of North Jackson Ward. The process
sought to gain ideas and insights to help develop the values, principles and
development ideas for the future of the North Jackson Ward study area.

Phase 1

Neighborhood Identity

From June to August of 2020, Ebony Walden Consulting (EWC) conducted
individual interviews, launched an online and conducted in-person surveys
to reach over 90 people. While COVID-19 limited the extent of in-person
engagement as originally planned, EWC was able to get ideas and feedback
from residents of Gilpin Court (including Tenant Council leaders) and adjacent
neighborhoods (including the Historic Jackson Ward Association President) as
well as area advocates, service providers and one business.

The vision is of a North Jackson Ward community whose future development is
guided by a commitment to equity, affordable housing and ownership, and that
honors the legacy of the Historic Jackson Ward neighborhood.

Phase 2
During the second phase of engagement, Richmond Land Bank mailed a survey
to property owners in the study area that summarized the engagement process
and sought input on initial ideas, priorities and development scenarios. EWC
sent the draft values, principles and development options to all those who had
been interviewed or surveyed as part of phase one of the process. The draft
plan was modified to incorporate additional feedback and comments.
The following vision, values, principles and development priorities are a
summary of the ideas and insights uncovered during the 4 month engagement
process.
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Residents and stakeholders envision a neighborhood identity rooted in
African American presence and prosperity with real opportunities for the
Black community to foster ownership. A walkable neighborhood with a mix of
homes and apartments affordable to a range of incomes, high quality green
space – gardens, playgrounds, community building/ gathering spaces, small
businesses, fresh food and eateries. A neighborhood that is connected, diverse
and inclusive.

Engagement Demographics

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Build an Equitable Community

Support Black Ownership

Residents and stakeholders envision a neighborhood
where those who are often marginalized are
empowered to create, learn, own and determine
their own future through meaningful community
engagement, ownership and entrepreneurship.

Residents and stakeholders envision a neighborhood
centered around Black-owned property, commerce,
arts, culture and agriculture.

Harness History

Strengthen Connectivity

Residents and stakeholders envision place-based
interactive opportunities to teach, inform and raise
awareness about the rich African American history of
the area. Historic buildings are preserved, past and
current residents’ stories are gathered and shared
along with the accomplishments of historic figures.
New development will respect the architectural style/
scale of past and present buildings.

Residents and stakeholders envision a more
connected neighborhood where people can access
adjacent residential neighborhoods and commercial
areas easily, specifically re-connecting to Historic
Jackson Ward and creating pedestrian, transit and
bike pathways between North Jackson Ward, Historic
Jackson Ward and Gilpin Court, Downtown Richmond
and adjacent neighborhoods.

Create Quality Community Spaces

Promote Health and Wellness

Residents and stakeholders envision a neighborhood
where there is a diversity of community gathering
and green spaces that engage children and youth,
seniors and families including, but not limited to
safe spaces and catalytic spaces for residents, small
business owners, artists, and urban farmers to learn,
create and grow.

Residents and stakeholders envision a healthier
community, with adequate green, play and
recreational spaces for children, youth, families and
seniors, a strong connection to urban agriculture,
promotion of healthy lifestyles and increasing the
availability and consumption of fresh produce.
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

The following guiding principles were developed based on the
themes identified during the community engagement phase.

COMMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY VISION

The Community Vision & Community Priorities were developed based
on the community engagement described in the preceding pages. The
quotes shared in this section are direct quotes from participants in that
engagement.

COMMUNITY PRIORITIES

CREATING A COMPLETE, EQUITABLE COMMUNITY

The vision will guide future growth and redevelopment of Richmond Land
Bank’s properties by leveraging North Jackson Ward’s strengths: the history
and legacy of Historic Jackson Ward; the remaining historic residential,
commercial and community fabric, and future residential development
opportunities; Black ownership of housing, commerce and culture; and
connectivity opportunities to the adjacent neighborhoods.
The three primary elements of equity integrated throughout the vision
include:
1. Racial Equity – Providing opportunities that reduce racial disparities
throughout our City related to homeownership, land ownership, business
ownership, prosperity, income elevation and wealth creation, access
to resources including information, particularly disparities for African
Americans. Having both social, cultural and economic opportunities that
improve the lives of this community and access to tools, resources and
decision- making processes that will help shape and determine their
future.
2. Economic Equity – Supporting the growth of low to moderate-income
individuals financially through entrepreneurship, financial wellness,
education, access to resources, ownership of land and businesses.
3. Social Equity -- Consistent with the goal of diversity, residents and
stakeholders envision a mix of uses, amenities, housing opportunities, and
community facilities to serve a variety of needs relative to age groups,
interests, and income levels. The vision is rooted in the African American
history, ownership, culture, art and community and experience.
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Image: Urban Patch / Ioby

Economic & Entrepreneurial Opportunities
“Places where businesses want to be, business friendly...every storefront filled
with restaurants, offices and what young people like. Businesses that draw
family and everyone – multi-cultural, multi-income, walkable and supported by
neighborhood and drawing others. Places that focus on the historical integrity
and significance of the community.”
• Fresh Produce through Urban Agriculture, Community Gardens and a
potential market
• Black business opportunities including small retail, storefronts and/or
social entrepreneur incubation space
• Mixed commercial and residential development
• Workforce development and business education initiatives

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Image: Richmond 300

Image: Richmond Times-Dispatch

Housing & Connectivity Opportunities

Cultural, Legacy & Placemaking Opportunities

“[We need] housing that is compatible with the historic nature of the community
– architecturally. [We need] ownership – single family, condo, townhouse,
duplexes etc – not just rental.”

“Incorporate the History on the Front End – People need to understand that this
is the intention of the organization. In this city, we do a poor job in incorporating
narratives.”

•
•
•
•
•
•

Black homeownership opportunities
A range of affordable housing – accessible to Gilpin residents and other low
to mid-income Black residents in Richmond.
A mix of deeply affordable, mid-rage and market rate housing
Multiple housing types – townhouse, apts., single family
Robust connections via sidewalks, ramps, safe routes to school, bikeways
and transit.
Reconnecting to Historic Jackson Ward

“Self- Determination. Uplifting Black People, History. Engagement with
Community. Contribute to the transformation of Gilpin. Uplift the quality of life
for those families.”
• Placemaking and legacy art throughout the neighborhood (inside and
outdoor spaces)
• Interactive history through art, exhibits, buildings, events and/or a history
trail throughout the neighborhood.
• New park/green spaces through increased connectivity, landscaping,
programming, playgrounds
• Gathering/enrichment spaces for children, teens and seniors.
20

DESIGN OBJECTIVES
These design objectives are based on community priorities and guiding
principles, and have been evaluated in response to community feedback.

Provide space for entrepreneurship
and Black-owned small businesses
Portland Mercado

Provide a mix of housing types
including homeownership opportunies
accessible to homebuyers at a $100k $150k price point
Richmond, VA

DESIGN

Provide robust, multimodal connections

Provide space for the growing, buying,
and selling of healthy food, particularly
fresh produce
Milwaukee farmers’ market
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Complete Streets

Provide green spaces
for health and wellbeing

Provide space for
the celebration and
preservation of cultural
legacy
Pocket Park, Hayesville, NC

Dorchester House, Chicago

DESIGN

Preserve existing
buildings where possible

Provide community
space for teens
Tiny WPA, Philadelphia

The Ocean, Portland OR
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Three design concepts were developed based on the feedback from community
engagement to illustrate various potential approaches to development
that balance community needs and desires with realistic expectations for
development. While the concepts are organized by priorities, each and any
plan for the site should strive to holistically address the Guiding Principles and
Community Priorities.

DESIGN

Richmond Land Bank engaged FORM Coalition for this portion of the work,
which was completed between July & December 2020.

Conceptual rendering, looking west on E
Preston St. towards N 3rd. St. (Concept C)
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DESIGN

Conceptual rendering, looking northeast at the intersection of E Preston St. & N 3rd. St. (Concept B)
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Concept A
Concept A highlights the desire for spaces that celebrate culture, legacy, and
placemaking. A key feature of this scheme is the mixed-use building on the
corner of Preston St. & N. 3rd St. (#2 on the map), housing micro-retail spaces
for startup restaurants and retailers on the ground floor, with space for offices
or apartments above.
In addition to several types of housing, this concept allocates generous
amounts of space to community-serving uses, like a youth center and a cultural
or community center.
In order to make these things a reality, creative partnerships and financing will
be needed.
“Connectivity in the physical space is extremely important, but it is possible to
broaden this idea to include the virtual space. What would it mean to sponsor a
neighborhood wide hotspot for wifi? Equitable access for those who can’t afford
it in their homes. A way to extend community space out of library, community
center or coffee shop confines.”

Image Key
Existing Buildings

Housing

Uses other than
Housing

Potential future
development

DESIGN

“I would include accessibility to the
multi-modal connections and expand
community space to kids. Designing
for all abilities and ages is something
Richmond lacks in many of its historic
neighborhoods and should be a
cornerstone of anything new.”

1 - Youth Center
2-3 floors providing space
for teens to gather safely,
complete homework and
enrichment activities,
partcipate in courses, etc.
2 - Ground floor micro retail, housing
or non-profit office space above
Ground floor: Provide
affordable retail space for
entrepreneurs getting
started
Upper floors: Provide
affordable office space to
nonprofits or startups OR
provide housing.
3 - Cultural & Community Center
Living history cultural & events
center: gallery/museum with
an event space for community
use; possibly a location for a
couple of nonprofit offices
4 - Urban Garden & Farm Stand
5 - Existing Building - TBD
6 - Housing: 4 Units
Two duplexes
7 - Housing: 3 Units
Three townhomes
8 - New Sidewalks and Street Trees
along N. 3rd St.
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CONCEPT A: Culture, Legacy & Placemaking
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Concept B
Concept B highlights opportunities for entrepreneurship including urban
agriculture in the form of a farm or orchard, a roadside farm stand, and several
small or micro-retail and office spaces designed to be affordable to new
businesses and startups.

Image Key
1 - Mixed Use: Ground floor storefront
commercial, apartments above
Existing Buildings

Moderate density housing and senior apartments are also included in this
scheme. Duplexes and quadplexes (#8 & #9) provide opportunities for
additional income through rental properties.

Housing

“...if a pedestrian connection across 64 is not done early on, it could be hard to
concentrate business uses in a difficult to access area”

Uses other than
Housing

“I think there could be a focus on food based businesses in this area that are fed
by the urban farm if you make that space larger.“

2 - Ground floor micro retail, housing
or non-profit office space above
Ground floor: Provide
affordable retail space for
entrepreneurs getting started
Upper floors: Provide
affordable office space to
nonprofits or startups OR
provide housing.
3 - Senior Housing

Potential future
development

4 - Urban Orchard & Farm Stand
5 - Micro Retail
6 - Micro Retail or Community-Serving
Office Space
7 - Existing Building - TBD

DESIGN

8 - Housing: 4 Units
Quad plex: 2 units upstairs
and two downstairs
9 - Housing: 2 Units
Duplex: One unit upstairs and
one downstairs
10 - New Sidewalks and Street Trees
along N. 3rd St.
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CONCEPT B: Entrepreneurship & Economic Opportunity
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Concept C
Concept B centers the desire for different types of housing in the
neighborhood, including rowhomes, a cottage court, and apartments.
This scheme also includes a cultural center, green space, placemaking
moments like a community art wall, and a corner store.
“Housing alone has been the solution far too long. We destroy a self-sustaining
neighborhood and put up a project or a complex or a subdivision. We need
affordable housing that is woven into a neighborhood of mixed use. This plan
would be better than nothing but leave so much on the table.”
“I would add a center that can be used by the community, children and teens.
I would also add more mixed use development, including more inclusionary
upzoning to address the lack of affordable housing.”

Image Key
1 - For Sale Housing
Single family or duplex
Existing Buildings

Housing

2 - Housing: Rowhomes w/ Corner
Commercial
3 - Apartments / Senior Housing
4 - Playground / Wellness Garden

Uses other than
Housing

5 - Community Art Wall/Movie
Projection Wall

Potential future
development

6 - Story House
A place for gathering, sharing,
and preserving neighborhood
history and heritage
7 - Existing Building - TBD
8 - Housing: 4 Units
Two duplexes

DESIGN

9 - Housing: 3 Units
Three townhomes
10 - New Sidewalks and Street Trees
along N. 3rd St.
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CONCEPT C: Housing & Green Space
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SUMMARY

RECOMMENDATIONS & KEY
CONSIDERATIONS
The principles and priorities that have come to the surface as part of this
process are bold and intentional in that they center Black history, experience
and the future of a place rooted in Black ownership, creativity and the
cultivation of land and business that have the potential to be transformative
and innovative. Curating this vision is no small feat, but a worthy endeavor
given the need both locally and nationally to change the narratives of our
community spaces to be more inclusive and equitable. Given the vision and
priorities outlined in this plan, EWC and Form Coalition offer the following
considerations and recommendations as key next steps:

I. Stay Abreast of Surrounding Context/Upcoming
Development

St. James Apartments

There are a number of key land development efforts in the pipeline near the
study area that will impact future development, land values and either will
lead to gentrification of the area and/or rapid increase in property values and
development interest. Richmond Land Bank will need to get ahead of and/or
complement these potential waves of change in order to maximize its influence
in shaping the future development of the study area to be an equitable,
inclusive and historically centered neighborhood. Staying abreast of the
following projects and engaging the developers would be important in staying
informed.
Baker School Redevelopment
Richmond Redevelopment & Housing Authority, which owns Gilpin Court, has
been working with Community Preservation and Development Corp. on the
nearby Baker School redevelopment – one of a few projects which include the
recently completed Jackson Place development across the interstate from
Gilpin. The Baker School property is planned for senior apartments, totaling 50
units.
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Baker School

St. James Apartments
According to Richmond BizSense Charley Ayers of River City Ventures recently
wrapped up a $4 million conversion of the St. Luke Building at 900 St. James St.
into 14 one- and two-bedroom apartments which will lease for between $900
- $1,800. The former St Luke’s Bank building will also include ground-floor
commercial space that has been leased. Ayer’s next project is a new 24-unit
building on the other side of St. James Street (St. James Apartments) that will
be the first of five similar structures totaling 120 market-rate apartments. St.
James Apartments is on the city block largely owned by the family of Margaret
Stallings. Ayers is working with the family to develop nearly 5 acres that they
own in the area. Ayers is also planning to renovate an existing structure at 916
St. James St. into a 24-hour daycare center.
Richmond 300 - Reconnecting Jackson Ward
The Richmond 300 Master Plan includes the idea to reconnect the North
Jackson Ward to Historic Jackson Ward neighborhood by capping Interstate
64-95 with a bridge deck spanning the width of First and St. James streets,
creating a platform the size of a city block that could be filled with a park,
buildings, and new roads and walkways. On the plan visuals, 1st street is
labeled as a retail corridor.

Zoning
The existing zoning in the study area is a combination of B-2 and R-53.
Under the Richmond 300 master plan, the future land use designation is
Neighborhood Mixed-Use. Neighborhood Mixed-use describes
Existing or new highly-walkable urban neighborhoods that are
predominantly residential with a small, but critical, percentage of parcels
providing retail, office, personal service, and institutional uses.
...The building size, density, and zoning districts for these areas vary
depending on historical densities and neighborhood characteristics. Future
development should generally complement existing context. Setbacks,
plazas, and parks create a sense of place and community gathering areas.
New developments on larger parcels continue or introduce a gridded street
pattern to increase connectivity within the neighborhood and to adjacent
neighborhoods. In historic neighborhoods, small-scale commercial uses
exist today or should be allowed to reestablish.
—Richmond 300 Master Plan, September 2020
The Neighborhood Mixed-Use designation is appropriate for this area and
incorporates many of the community priorities. For more in-depth information
on this Land Use designation, see Appendix B.

This initial process is the tip of the iceberg, Richmond Land Bank needs to
develop a relationship with the residents and stakeholders in the community,
including but not limited to resident leaders, churches, property owners, key
advocates, nonprofits and developers that are serving the Gilpin community
and connected to Jackson Ward. Hiring someone from the community that
can be an ad-hoc liaison to get to know the community, share the plan and
communicate ongoing development updates as it relates to these properties
would be important. The property inventory, emails and contacts that were
yielded from this engagement process can be the basis for ongoing community
communication. Engaging property owners that own considerable land in or
near the study area might yield opportunities to complement or collaborate on
future development efforts.
Image: Richmond 300
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SUMMARY

II. Conduct Deeper and Ongoing Engagement

SUMMARY

III. Harness Art, History and Narrative Change Culture
Makers to explore temporary, short and near term activities
and uses.
The New York Times has named the Robert E. Lee monument - in its current
state - as the most influential form of American protest art since World War
II. With our recent confederate monument removals and community activity
at Marcus-Davis Peters Circle (Robert E. Lee monument), Richmond is on the
map as a location for protest art and narrative change. Along with Richmond’s
history of Jackson Ward as the Harlem of the South, efforts like UnTold RVA
and new initiatives like BLK RVA, The Jackson Ward Collective, the Black Space
Matters outdoor exhibit at ICA and Mending Walls - it appears that we are
in the midst of a movement fueled by art, entrepreneurship and changing
historical narratives.

Marcus-David Peters Circle, July 2020; Image: Eze Amos/Getty Images

also explore potential community partners for the development ideas in the
preferred development plan.
Big ideas that came up in the engagement process that can be explored with
culture makers include:

•
•
Black Space Matters exhibit at ICA; Image: VCU CNS

In order to harness this energy and develop this area as a community focal
point for history, narrative change and art, Richmond Land Bank can reach out
to these changemakers to explore temporary, short or near term opportunities
to bring art, energy and creativity to this space that creates excitement and
interest in the area. Bringing together a group of local historians, artists,
entrepreneurs and urban agriculture leaders to discuss the development
options and explore temporary and near term uses, art installations,
activities and events that can highlight the history and equity centered future
development in the area would be a beneficial next step. This group might
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•
•
•

Urban agriculture opportunities - fruit tree garden/grove or other low
maintenance greening ideas.
Street painting/intersection art to draw attention to the area, history and
future potential community centered development
Planting street trees along third street
A mural on the side of one of the buildings or a series of murals/art
displays throughout the study area.
An audio tour that covers the area, painted markers on the street and/or
other ideas that create a history trail or exhibit through the neighborhood
that is visual and interactive.

IV. Create a proposed phased development plan
After engaging with property owners and the culture makers group about
potential near-term and longer term opportunities and doing their own
feasibility analysis, the Land Bank should decide on a particular development
direction and create a potential phased plan with any initial projects like art,
street scaping, gardens and agriculture and mid-term-long term projects that
would include housing, community buildings and/or commercial development.

Traffic calming mural, Manchester; Image: Hamilton Glass

SUMMARY

In early to mid 2021, the Richmond Land Bank will present this study to the
Citizens’ Advisory Panel (CAP) to review the concepts in more detail. The public
CAP meeting will be advertised to civic associations and community groups
serving the study area as well as past survey participants. This CAP meeting
will also make clear the intent of RLB to release a Request for Proposals (RFP)
that incorporates the favored development scenarios from this study, as well
as a requirement of respondents to include community involvement in their
proposal.
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